Metal-catalyzed oxidation reactions and mass spectrometry: the roles of ascorbate and different oxidizing agents in determining Cu-protein-binding sites.
Further study has been made of metal-catalyzed oxidation (MCO) reactions and mass spectrometry as a method to determine the binding site of copper in metalloproteins. The role of ascorbate and a variety of oxidizing agents, including O2, H2O2, and S2O8(2-), have been investigated using Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase (SOD) as a model system. Ascorbate is found to play two competing roles in the MCO reactions. It reduces Cu(II), which initiates and maintains the generation of reactive oxygen species, and it scavenges radicals, which helps to localize oxidation products to amino acids near the metal center. An ascorbate concentration of 100 mM is found to be optimal with regard to localizing oxidation products to only the Cu-binding residues (His44, His46, His61, and His118) of Cu/Zn SOD. This concentration of ascorbate is very similar to the optimum concentration found in our previous studies of different Cu-binding proteins. Another notable result from this study is the observation that S2O8(2-) is more effective as an oxidant than O2 or H2O2 in the MCO reactions. Because S2O8(2-) is more stable in solution than H2O2, using it as an oxidizing agent results in much less nonspecific oxidation to the protein. The overall results of this study suggest that general MCO reaction conditions may exist for determining the metal-binding site of a wide range of Cu-binding proteins.